
A high-quality sounds, a carefully crafted rosewood cabinet and

a 88-key "Hammer Action" keyboard make the DP388 a

powerful piano that meets the needs of enthusiasts of this

instrument. Some of its features such as "Perform" and "Album"

have been specially designed so that the user can get better

performance. You can easily connect a portable music player

through the Aux In socket and then, you can play your favorite

song in no time. The built-in smart learning mode provides

many ways to help you learn a new song faster and better. You

can flexibly arrange lessons to suit for your current learning,

select optimum songs for practice, and record your practice so

you can see how much progress you are making each time. 120

popular songs with preset parameter, including style, type,

tempo, and voice are right at your finger tips.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

Keyboard with 88 "Hammer Action" Keys and three touch types.

Large backlight LCD for easy setup (Voices, Styles, Parameters, Etc.) and navigation in the various environments.

500 different sounds , 203 styles (including 3 User Styles) spanning a large wide of music genres and 120 popular songs with preset

parameters right at your finger tips such as style, tempo, sound and many others.

Built-in smart learning mode for left and right hand with Music library containing 63 Songs (including 3 User Songs).

Split function with editable split point to divide the keyboard in two section to which you can assign different voices.

Dual function to play two voices in whole keyboard at the same time and then make the sound more richly.

One Touch Setting function to instantly recall, with the single touch of a button, all auto accompaniment related settings including

voices selection and digital effects.

Guitar Mode function allows to perform a guitar voice with keyboard just like you're playing a real guitar.

Piano Mode function allows to perform the piano voice just like playing an acoustic instrument.

Built-In DSP to add atmosphere and depth to the music in a variety of ways, such as adding reverb to the sound to have the effect of

a concert hall.

Integrated Pedals with Soft, Sostenuto and Sustain functions.

AUX Stereo input to connect external devices such as smartphones, tablets or Cd Players.

AUX Stereo Output for connection to external audio equipment (Speakers, Mixer, Etc.).

USB Connection with MIDI functions.

SPECIFICATIONS

Keyboard 88 Hammer-Action Keys
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Display Backlight multi-functional LCD

Polyphony 64

Voices 500

Styles 203 (including 3 user styles)

Songs for Learning 63 (including 3 user songs)

Album Songs with preset parameters 120

Demo Songs 2

Panel setting Memories 32

Record Accomp track + Melody tracks 1~5

Control buttons Power Switch, Volume Knob, Brilliance Knob, Style direct buttons(Mixer buttons), Tempo+/-

(Function+/-), Shift, L, R(Dict.), Lesson, Voice(Demo), Style(Perform), Song(Album), Yes/+, No/-,

Voice direct buttons(Piano, Metronome, Dual, Lower, Touch, Dsp, Transpose+/-), Scale,

Twinova, Octave, Bank, Store, M1-M4, O.T.S., Freeze(Harmony), Data dial.

Accompaniment/Song

Controls

Start/Stop, Sync Start(Pause), Intro/Ending(Repeat A/B), Fill A(REW), Fill B(FF), Fill C, Fill D,

Chord Mode.

Connectors AUX IN, AUX OUT, MIDI IN, MIDI OUT, USB, Headphones.

Speakers 2 x 25W(8ohm) + 2 x 20W(8ohm)

Power Supply AC 220V -36W

Dimensions (WxDxH) 1380 x 514 x 906 mm

Weight 53 Kg

Packing Dimensions (WxDxH)

Packing Weight 62,3Kg
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